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The Wild Cascades

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
DAVE

FLUHARTY

If I could make one request of each member of the North Cascades
Conservation Council during this busy season, it would be that you
write now for your copy of the Draft General Management Plan for the
North Cascades National Park Complex. The General Management Plan
is the primary document that the National Park Service will use to
set guidelines for management of the North Cascades National Park,
the Ross Lake National Recreation Area and the Lake Chelan National
Recreation Area. This year's plan will replace the one that was
prepared shortly after the establishment of the North Cascades
National Park and which contained numerous out-moded and woolyheaded
management
concepts
including
aerial
tramways
and
backcountry chalets. The N3C worked hard to establish the North
Cascades Complex; the National Park Service needs to hear from each
and every one of us to improve its management.
There has been much preparation for the General Management Plan.
The N3C and its members were asked to submit ideas, and we met
numerous times with the Park staff and planning team to discuss the
plan and potential alternatives. Patrick Goldsworthy, Chairman of
the Board, participated in a joint planning meeting that was held in
Stehekin. In considering our recommendations, the N3C Board met
both with Jean Vavrek of the Stehekin Valley Protection Committee
and with residents of the Stehekin Valley who may disagree with our
recommended management objectives. Thus, our recommendations have
been submitted; the Draft General Management Plan should have
alternatives that reflect these recommendations and our interests
in protecting this area for all people. Now your help will be
required to determine the management future of the North Cascades
Complex.
We do not at present know the alternatives that the Park service has
selected. Nor do we know what preferred alternatives they have
chosen. Based on the list of alternatives that were developed, we
will be presented with choices of management philosophy that
include:
1. extensive visitor access by trams and roads;
2. protection of the wildland character and experience;
3. intensive visitation
access to dramatic views
significant features;
4. interpretation and protection of the ecosystem.

of

We will be asked to comment on specific items including:
Cascade Pass Access. Should the road be closed at Mineral
Park? or should shuttle service be provided from Mineral Park?
Should recreation alternatives be expanded in the Pass region? or
should access be left as it is?
Wilderness. What areas within the Park and the two NRA's
should be so designated by Congress?
"No Trail" Areas. Should areas in Maple Creek, Pickett Range,
Rainbow Ridge, McAllister Mountain and others be designated as
trailless?
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Wildlife Management.
wolf be reintroduced?
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Should species such as the grizzly and

Fisheries. Should fishing be enhanced by stocking, managed
under natural conditions or should fish stocking be eliminated?
Ross Lake NRA. Should the Roland Point Road be built?
the character at the south end of the Lake be retained?
camping be increased in areas accessible by boat?

Should
Should

Lake Chelan NRA. Should concessionaire services be added?
small hydro projects? Should day trails be constructed in the lower
Stehekin Valley? Should the use of renewable and non-renewable
resources be reduced in the NRA? Should the airstrip be closed?
Serious policies are being considered that will have a major impact
on the North Cascades Complex. Your input is needed. Prepare to
write to support the Park you helped to create! Please write now
for your copy of the Draft General Management Plan to
John Reynolds, Superintendent
North Cascades National Park Service Complex
2105 Highway 20
Sedro Wqolley, WA 98284
AS WE GO TO
PRESS
Draft General Management Plan - North Cascades National Park, Ross Lake & Lake Chelan National
Recreation Areas (August 1987 - released October 17) features the Park Service's "PREFERRED
PROPOSAL": (1) "preserve wild character of Park & Recreation Areas. . . study establishment of an
international park" (+); (2) transfer, from Ross Lake NRA to Park, of Ruby Mtn., Thunder Cr. ,
Big Beaver Valley, and lands south of Skagit River (+); (3) recommend Wilderness for lands above
Ross Lake shore (+); (4) retain Cascade River road length and terminal parking lot (-); (5) exclude
new roads and tramways (+); (6) manage Ross Lake as roadless primitive area - no road access to
south end (+); (7) retain present Stehekin road length to Cottonwood (-), primarily unpaved and singlelane (+); (8) retain Stehekin airstrip (WORST FEATURE !); (9) exclude houseboat docking at Stehekin,
restore Lake Chelan shoreline from Stehekin to head of the lake (+); (10) study elimination of fishstocking in naturally barren lakes (+); (11) permit private use of sand, gravel, stone and green trees
for firewood in NRA (-). ****N3C APPROVES (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10) OPPOSES (4, 7, 8, 11) ******

GOIN
FISH
IN
FOLLOW THESE GUYS
DAVE FLUHARTY
In the last president's message, I explained the N3C's position
concerning stocking of high mountain lakes in areas managed by the
National Park Service. Basically, we oppose introduction of fish
into lakes in which they do not occur naturally. We believe that in
the areas administered by the National Park Service, nature
protection should be paramont, and we therefore support the North
Cascades Park's efforts to eliminate the fishstocking program that
has developed over time.
Naturally, not everyone agrees. Publication of our postion brought
an immediate response from the two organizations with the muscle and
ambition to carry fish to previously unknown heights in the name of
recreation. Charlie Lund, Jamie Van Etten, and Ed Lebert met with
us to explain the position of the Highlakers and Trailblazer
organizations. They stopped somewhat short of claiming that high
lakes required fish to be beautiful, but, as might be imagined, they
( please turn to page 10 )
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FIREWOOD PLAN
L O G G I N G , PARK SERVICE STVLE
Summary Comment
It is the position of the N3C that the
preferred
alternative
requires
the
preparation of a full Environmental Impact
Statement,
under
the
National
Environmental Policy Act, because it
proposes a major federal action that
departs
from
traditional
management
practices, by introducing patch clearcuts
to supply firewood from units administered
by the National Park Service (NPS). This
action
would
result
in
severe
environmental impact on limited areas of
the Stehekin Valley in LCNRA and would
establish an undesirable precedent that is
bound
to increase
natural
resource
management problems in many other units
administered by the NPS.
The choice of the preferred alternative
implies acceptance of a National Park
Service role to supply firewood from
federal lands, despite the documentation
in
the
firewood
plan
of
heavy
environmental impacts from flawed firewood
management policies, pursued since the
establishment of the LCNRA. The proposed
patch clearcut policy compounds the injury
to the LCNRA by substituting the harvest
of growing trees for dead and down
trees. Alternatives to supplying firewood
from federal land are explored in only the
most cursory and inadequate manner.

to assist valley residents and enterprises
in the transition from the current
management policy to that proposed in
Alternative B.
OETAILED COMMENTS ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT AND
FIREWOOD MANAGEMENT PLAN
N3C's detailed comments on the plan begin
with a critical discussion of the planning
context for firewood in the Stehekin
valley and continue with evaluation of the
proposed alternatives.
The purpose of
this discussion is to demonstrate that the
NPS
has seriously
compromised
its
management position and responsibility by
advocating a preferred alternative that,
not only
establishes an undesirable
precedent in the patch clearcutting of
Stehekin Valley forests but, continues to
assume an obligation to supply firewood at
rates that, in our view, result in
significant impairment of the LCNRA.
The proposed woodlot alternatives in the
Firewood Plan would appear to go beyond
the management measures taken in any other
unit of the National Park System.
This
proposed management alternative, in the
view of N3C, nas tne potential for
establishing a precedent in other areas
that is extremely dangerous. Furthermore,
it results in significant impairment of
the Stekehin Valley environment.

The Board of N3C at its meeting April
5,1987 voted unanimously to approve the
The EA of the Firewood Plan presents
resolution that, "fuel should come to the substantial
evidence that significant
Stehekin Valley from outside the North
impairment of the habitat for wildlife
Cascades National Park Service Complex and
species, that are associated with dead
that the NPS has no obligation to provide
standing and downed trees, has occurred
fuel to the residents."
Therefore, N3C
due to a faulty firewood management
finds the only acceptable alternative is
policy. Quite rightly, the NPS proposes
Alternative B despite the fact that it is
that this bad practice be stopped. Quite
very poorly developed in the Plan. As
wrongly, the NPS proposes to substitute
indicated in the detailed comments below,
the cutting of green trees for the
N3C is prepared to argue that the costs of
previous practice of cutting dead trees.
implementing
this
alternative
are
inadequately
considered
and
the
N3C regards the cutting of green trees in
environmental
consequences
are
a unit of the National Park System as
overstated. Furthermore, there is a need
inappropriate especially when the reasons
to initiate a proactive management policy
for, and the amounts of, the proposed cut
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are not justified except by
(growing) of local demands.

the

level

Patch clearcutting of approximately 74
acres on an 80 year rotation is the
functional equivalent of the clearcut
logging that sparked N3C's initial policy
of pushing for the creation of a National
Park in the Stehekin Valley. The visual
scars will be apparent to any visitor who
flies over the valley or hikes the trails
that lead up the valley walls. The mere
fact that the clearcuts are proposed in
the vicinity of the existing emergency
airstrip does not disguise their visual
impact. N3C finds the fact that the NPS
is seeking the removal of the airstrip and
eventual restoration of its vegetative
cover to be inconsistent with the proposed
policy of instituting new clearcut scars.
N3C recognizes that many residents have
been, and still are using firewood from
National Park System lands in the Stehekin
Valley. Our purpose is not to make life
more difficult for them. Still, they are

the people who are the most familiar with
the impacts of the current firewood
management and who will directly pay the
higher costs of fuel, if as N3C proposes,
it must be brought in from outside the
LCNRA. Stehekin Valley residents are also
those who will benefit most directly from
the enhancements to the Stehekin Valley
wildlife and ecosystem obtained from a
policy of vastly reducing the impact of
firewood
harvests.
Stehekin
Valley
residents will benefit indirectly also
from sustaining a high quality environment
because it will continue to attract
visitors.
The marginal role that firewood harvest
plays in the rural lifestyle of Stehekin
Valley residents must be balanced against
the national
interest in the unique
environment
(social,
physicial
and
biological) that exists there. There is
no justification within the plan that
commercial
establishments
or
NPS
administrative uses constitute part of the
so-called unique lifestyle.

REVIEW OF PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVE A:

NO ACTION

This alternative is more properly titled "continue the present policy".
Because this policy has already been demonstrated to have resulted in
significant impairment of Stehekin Valley renewable resources and environment,
it cannot be considered further.
The lack of an upper limit on firewood cutting is a severe fault of this
alternative.
ALTERNATIVE B:

NO CUTTING

The N3C has determined that this alternative is most closely matched to its
position on firewood management in the LCNRA. This management approach is
legally consistent with the NPS authority and, if one takes into account the
significant impairment to the Stehekin Valley environment by past firewood
policies, it is also the only policy consistent with the legislation
establishing LCNRA.
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We r e g r e t t h a t some residents would be faced w i t h economic hardship i n
obtaining a l t e r n a t i v e sources of f u e l under t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e .
This i s a
problem shared by a l l low income persons wherever they l i v e .
To the extent
these residents can be i d e n t i f i e d ( t h i s i s done by many u t i l i t i e s ) the NPS
could o f f e r surplus wood from a d m i n i s t r a t i v e operations to these persons as a
f i r s t p r i o r i t y user (although on a f a i r market basis f o r logs or possibly
using the permit fee approach).
ALTERNATIVE C:

DISPERSED UTILIZATION OF LIVE TREES

This a l t e r n a t i v e has the dual disadvantages t h a t i t proposes c u t t i n g l i v e
trees and proposes c u t t i n g throughout the Stehekin V a l l e y .
The former i s not
a p r a c t i c e i n any other u n i t of the National Park System and should t h e r e f o r e
be exposed as unwise.
This approach would lessen the v i s u a l impact of other proposed c u t t i n g of
green t r e e s .
However, the f i n a l blow d e l i v e r e d by t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e to the
Stehekin environment i s t h a t i t contains no l i m i t s .
ALTERNATIVE D:

SUSTAINED YIELD W00DL0T SYSTEM

Of the options i n the NPS p r e f e r r e d a l t e r n a t i v e , 03 maintains the highest
c u t t i n g l e v e l s but includes some gradual reductions over time and attempts to
incorporate emission c o n t r o l and e f f i c i e n c y standards.
N3C s t r o n g l y objects to the use of woodlots i n LCNRA as t h i s does not conform
to management i n any other area of the National Park System.
I t creates a
damaging precedent.
I t r e s u l t s i n f u n c t i o n a l c l e a r c u t t i n g of s u b s t a n t i a l
areas of the Stehekin V a l l e y .
ALTERNATIVE E:

PHASE OUT ALL CUTTING BY 2000

A l t e r n a t i v e E has considerable m e r i t i n t h a t i t seeks to achieve the same
goals as A l t e r n a t i v e B over an approximaely 13 year p e r i o d . Like A l t e r n a t i v e
B, i t s environmental
impacts are poorly examined and the approach to
implementation i s conservative and n o n - c r e a t i v e .
As i t stands, i t s c h i e f
b e n e f i t over A l t e r n a t i v e B, as seen from the firewood user, i s a long
t r a n s i t i o n p e r i o d . As seen by N3C, the c h i e f detriments are t h a t i t continues
to exacerbate the w i l d l i f e h a b i t a t impairment t h a t i s documented i n the Plan
and i t would authorize the c u t t i n g of l i v i n g trees to supplement the dead t r e e
c u t . I t would not involve the establishment of woodlots, however.

AS WE GO TO
PRESS
The National Park Service has decided to go into the business of logging green trees in the North
Cascades National Park ! These trees are to be cut on federal land to provide firewood for the
residents of the Stehekin Valley in the Lake Chelan National Recreation Area. Nowhere else in the
National Park System does the harvesting of green trees occur. The Superintendent of the Complex
made this decision to proceed with the implementation of the Park Service preferred Alternative "D"
of the Firewood Management Plan. Furthermore, the new Regional Director of the National Park
Service, Charles H. Odegaard, has declared that this logging will "not significantly affect the quality
of the human environment".
The 1987 Firewood Mangement Plan will:(l) obtain firewood, in decreasing priority, from hazardous
trees and those removed for development or maintenance, naturally fallen trees near main roads,
and from 74 one-acre woodlots; (2) manage woodlots on a 80-year rotation with all trees cut except
3 seed trees and conifers less than 10 feet high; (3) limit harvesting to 150 cords for 1987, 145 for
1988, 140 for 1989, 135 for 1990, 130 for 1991, 120 for 1992 - 2066, and 98 cords annually thereafter; (4) allow 6 cords per year for each full-time residence and commercial business and one cord
per 2-months occupancy of part-time residence; (5) provide cutting permits for a fee of $15 per cord.
All of this despite only 4. 4% of the 138 public comment letters in support of Alternative "D". Alternative " B " received 80. 4% support, Alternative "C" 2. 2%, Alternative "E" 0. 7% and "other ideas"
12. 3%. The North Cascades Conservation Council now plans to challenge the Park Service decision
by appealing to the Director of the National Park Service and, if necessary, by filing a lawsuit.
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OVERCUTTING
L O G G I N G , FOREST SERVICE STYLE
Data recently released by the U.S. Forest Service demonstrates that national
forests in Washington are being overcut by an average of 20.2%.
Definitions
Timber Mining
The logging of trees on sites which, due to biological,
physical or other reasons, cannot be reforested within five years, or where
logging will cause unacceptable soil resource damage.
Overcutting The logging of a forest at a rate exceeding its growth, causing
an evenutal decline of available timber. This is analogous to using the
"capital" (standing volume) of a forest in addition to the "interest"
(growth).
Sustained Yield An even flow of timber from the national forests; logging at
a rate not exceeding the amount that can grow in a given time.
Background
Since its inception in 1905, the Forest Service has preached the social,
economic and environmental virtues of "sustained yield". Unfortunately, this
concept has changed significantly over time. In the mind of Gifford Pinchot,
the nation's first forester and first Chief of the Forest Service, sustained
yield meant using only the "interest" of the forest -- never the "capital".
In other words, a forest would always exist for watershed, wildlife, fish and
recreation purposes — only the growth would be utilized for wood products.
The goal was maintenance of the forest capital while "spending" the
interest. Our national forests were viewed as an endowment -- an attractive
(and prudent) approach.
During the post World War II subsidized housing boom, this wise conservation
principle became inconvenient to a more industrially oriented Forest
Service.
New inventories were made, recalculations were figured, and
assumptions were changed. It became acceptable to use the capital of a forest
if it could be expected that the interest gains (new growth) would be
sufficient to someday replace the lost capital.
In the late 1960's new inventories demonstrated massive overcucting as
available timber diminished and high-conflict stands became the sites of new
timber sales and road projects. In order to continue to justify the use of
forest capital, the concept of "allowable cut effect" (commonly called ACE)
was invented, which allowed logging to go on at the increased rates on the
assumption that financial investments in the forest would catalyze even faster
growth. In other words, replacing the ancient giants with young, fast-growing
trees was encouraged, anticipating greater "future growth" of the younger
stands. To the forester, the appeal of this scheme was that one could log
extra heavily today while expecting enhanced future growth. The principle of
husbanding of capital (or even limited use of capital) was eliminated.
Unfortunately, forest management hasn't worked as envisioned. Each new and
more accurate timber inventory conducted by the Forest Service has revealed
less trees and less volume than previously assumed. Features such as roads,
meadows, lakes and rock outcroppings have finally been removed from the timber
land base. Most of the assumed increases in growth from intensive management
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practices have not yielded the expected (and commited) volumes predicted in
original yield tables or through the ACE influence mentioned above. However,
the timber harvest levels have not dropped accordingly.
Changing Direction
In 1976, Congress passed the National Forest Management Act. It ordered new
land management plans for every national forest in the country by 1985. The
Forest Service has inventoried all sites where 1) reforestation in less than
five years is unlikely; 2) logging would cause unacceptable resource damage;
or 3) maintenance of minimal levels of other multiple use resources requires
that those stands not be logged. In addition, the agency has reassessed the
growth rates for its timber stands.
The third category is causing the most controversy. How much land is needed
to ensure that native wildlife populations are not eliminated? How much if
there are to be healthy, less risk-prone population levels? The amount of
forestland necessary to provide adequate sustained yields of other "forest
products" is to be properly debated as the Forest Service develops its overdue
management plans. This is not the issue to be addressed in detail here.
But categories 1 and 2, and the rate of growth of a forest, are not issues
subject to debate.
These are non-discretionary facts that have been
scrutinized and debated by scientists and researchers, and need neither
interpretation nor implementation through policy formulation.
They are
physical and biological limitations to timber production.
Congress has
ordered that timber mining and overcutting shall not occur.
If these
parameters are not observed, the Forest Service is in violation of law.
Needed Action
It is appropriate that the US Forest Service apply these new timber data
immediately.
It need not and should not wait until adoption of new forest
plans (already several years late) to utilize this fundamentally important
information.
This is especially important since one overriding precept of the plans is
sustained yield of timber. The Table indicates the Fiscal Year 1986 timber
sale level as funded by Congress, and the new sustained yield timber level as
calculated by the Forest Service. This table shows that the national forests
in Washington are being overcut (from a sustained yeld of timber standpoint)
by an average 20.2%. The projected timber sale level for Fiscal Year 1986
should be reduced on every national forest that is overcutting and mining
timber.
The timber industry argues that the Forest Service must complete its new plans
before dropping the cut,even though most current Forest Service timber
management plans contain mechanisms (triggers) written into them which are
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intended to automatically reduce cutting levels when physical or biological
data are revised significantly.
Regardless, several companies and trade
associations have threatened to sue under the National Environmental Policy
Act, the law requiring Environmental Impact Statements, if any reductions in
the cut level occur prior to release of a new forest plan and accompanying
EIS. Yet the case law on NEPA is clear - the government does not need an EIS
to protect the environment, they need one only to harm it.
The National Forests of the Pacific Northwest need to reduce their 1986
projected cut levels by an average of 22.8% immediately just to return to a
sustained yield of timber. The question of whether it's important to have
sustained yields of quality water, salmon and steelhead, wildlife, recreation
or other values from our national forests is a separate issue to be examined
in forest plans and other arenas, and will further constrain timber management
on certain lands.
Overcutting and timber mining are occurring.
Northwest national forests
shouldn't be mined for timber; taking our grandchildren's timber is unwise.
Isn't it appropriate to reduce the cut to a sustained level now, especially in
this time of overwhelming timber supply?
It is not necessary to wait several more years for the debate to end on
whether sustained yields of other multile uses are necessary as well. In
fact, returning to a sustained yield of timber will better produce and protect
other multiple uses while simultaneously benefitting the Pacific Northwest's
diversifying economy, including tourism, sport and commercial fishing, outdoor
recreation and more.

1986 OVERCUTTING ON WASHINGTON NATIONAL FORESTS
(million board feet)
National
Forest

Gifford
Pinchot
Mt. BakerSnoqualmie
Okanogan
Olympic**
Wenatchee

Actual Sustained
Timber Yield
Levels under
Current FS
Mgmt Plan*

Amount
Overcutting
and Timber
Mining

Fiscal Year
1986 Projected
Sales by
Congress

Percent
Overcutting
and
Timber
Mining

373.0

457.0

84.0

22.5

219.1
60.9
218.4
131.8

255.0
89.0
245.0
184.0

35.9
28.1
26.6
52.2

16.4
46.1
12.2
39.6

WASH TOTALS 1,121.9 mmbf

1,340.0 mmbf

PNW TOTALS

5,183.0 mmbf

4,011.2 rnmbf

226.8 mmbf**
1,180.5 mmbf

20. It
29.4%

*

assumes current land allocations continue under new timber yield tables,
5-year reforestation standard, and new timberland suitability inventory

**

excludes Shelton Cooperative Sustained Yield Unit
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also felt that fish and fishermen contributed very little to the
altered
ecosystems
we
observe
around
those
lakes. Other
recreationists were clearly the true culprits in creating ringaround-the-lake and other ills of the alpine tarn. We met for five
hours, and we made progress in understanding each other's positions,
but it is safe to say that neither side convinced the other. It
looks like a standoff to be decided by the NPS, the State Department
of Wildlife and the Congressional Delegation.
Our best friends on this issue are in the National Park Service.
The Highlakers, Trailblazers and their affiliates appear to have
considerable clout among members of the Washington
State
Congressional Delegation. Four members of the delegation signed a
letter to National Park Service Director William Penn Mott asking
him to acquiesce to the position of the fish stockers. N3C's
meetings with Congressional staffs of some of the same members
resulted in nothing more than "we'll look into it." Fortunately,
the National Park Service is attempting to make its policies on fish
stocking consistent. Director Mott's letter to the North Cascades
National Park advised a reasonable approach of stocking only lakes
that have recently been stocked in the Park (if there are
indications that this is needed) and to institute a study of the
effects of stocking on high lake ecosystems. When I met Director
Mott at a conference in Washington, D.C., his first question was
"How are we doing on fish stocking?" I was able to respond, "Fine."
The NPS, Department of Game, N3C, Highlakers, and Trailblazers met
to discuss implementation of the new policy and the study.
Agreement was reached to follow the policy although this was not a
very satisfactory outcome to all parties. The N3C believes that
steps are being taken in the right direction.

GREAT WESTERN CATTEE CON GAME
Thunderbear*, May, 1985. Volume 58.
Buckaroos, I have never met Edward Abbey,
and if I continue to lead a good Christian
life, I suspect that my good fortune will
continue.
As I have mentioned before, wanting to
meet a writer because you enjoy his
writing is sort of like wanting to meet an
Angora goat because you like cashmere
sweaters.
On the other hand, somebody who hates
cowboys can't be all bad.
On April Fools Day, Mr. Abbey appeared at
the University of Montana and denounced
the Western Cattle Industry (or at least
the manner in which that religion is
currently practiced).
A Thunderbear heavy dragoon who happened
to be in Missoula for a Black Bear
management
conference,
attended
Mr.
Abbey's talk and provided THUNDERBEAR with
a commentary.

According to the report, Mr. Abbey began
his talk by brandishing a pistol. (An
excellent precautionary move, as some of
his statements were inflamatory: Among
other things, he is alleged to have
alleged
that
cowboys
maintain
a
relationship with cows that cannot be
alluded to in a family newsletter read by
Christian Bureaucrats and flying bears.)

And that,
beginning.

it

seems,

was

just

the

Mr. Abbey is alleged to have said that
"Cattle ranching on the public lands of
the American West is the most sacred form
of public welfare in the United States
We might as will turn over the land
to the goats and the Arabs right now, in
fact, many corporate ranches are already
owned by Arabs.
Much of the West,
especially the Southwest, is cowburnt.
The whole American West stinks of cattle."
According to Mr. Abbey, cattle ranchers
run their cattle on the public domain
(Forest
Service
and BLM
land) at
ridiculously low grazing fees per animal

reprinted with permission of P.J. Ryan.
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unit. Even the Bureau of Land Management
(which Mr. Abbey unkindly refers to as the
Bureau of Livestock and Mining) says that
83% of its grazing land ranges from "fair"
to "bad".
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should be asked to pay a carcinogenic
subsidy to tobacco farmers.
Interestingly enough, the public lands
Cattle Con Game is a pretty old scam as
rackets go.

Mr. Abbey then proceeded to drop the big
bomb.
A hundred years ago, a book rather
breathlessly titled THE BEEF BONANZA was
He pointed out (like Bernard Shanks and
published.
As its title suggests, it
many journalists before him) that only 3
tells how a well-to-do investor (usually
or 4% of American beef comes from public
European) could exponentially increase his
land, that most of American beef comes
money by investing in Land and Cattle
from the East and Southeast, where it has corporations that would soon be running
been known to rain occasionally and there
immense herds of cattle on "free" public
is more than one blade of grass per square
land in the West, now that the Indian
foot.
menace had been "eliminated".
Now, buckaroos, what Mr. Abbey has done is
expose the American West's best kept
secret.

The book was a best seller and a number of
titled and untitled Englishmen took the
book's advice.

Thanks to a barrage of "Western" motion
pictures and TV dramas that were presented
during their formative years, George and
Martha Middle America sincerely believe
that they will never ever have a backyard
hamburger barbecue if the Marlboro Man is
not permitted to keep a'ridin' on public
range. In addition, George Middle America
has become convinced that he may never
again wear a J.C. Penney 4036 wood suit
unless Western sheepmen are allowed to
poison every last coyote and shoot eagles
out of the sky.

The range was quickly overstocked, and the
weakened cattle herds were overwhelmed in
the disastrous blizzard of 1886.
Among
the casualties was the ranching business
of Theodore Roosevelt.

The fact that the vast bulk of America's
livestock is raised back East without a
lot of yelling, hollering, horseback
riding,
and wearing
of picturesque
costumes is somewhat disappointing from a
romantic point of view, but it is a fact
that may lead to a more rational
discussion of public land use.

The Hollywood Western and TV Series have
gone the way of Ned Buntline's dime novel
Westerns.
There hasn't been a cowboy
movie or series that has been a box office
success in more than a decade. This means
no more free publicity for the Western
Stock Industry.

This is particularly true in the matter of
rare or endangered species.
Your kindly editor recalls reading a
"balanced" environmental article in which
a cattle rancher "philosopically" decided
that the Grizzley Bear was "obsolete as a
life form" and had "had its day" and would
probably have to be eliminated even in
Yellowstone. It apparently did not occur
to the journalist (and certainly not to
the
cattleman)
that
perhaps
the
cattleman's operation was "obsolete as an
economic life style" and had "had its day"
as a viable business.

If, a hundred years later, we are still
playing and paying for the Great Western
Cattle Con Game, then what can be done?
Well, buckaroos, for the first time in a
hundred years, social conditions may be on
the side of environment.

In addition, some mischievous galvanized
Republicans are looking beyond the Chicago
Welfare Mother and suggesting a friendly
look at ALL subsidies, even those for the
well-to-do, as a means of balancing the
budget.
With this apparently in mind, Mr. Abbey,
conservative as a New England banker,
suggests that Western stockmen be required
to pay the market value for their grazing
permits and pay taxes on the value to the
permits like a homeowner pays taxes on his
property.

It is ironic that the death of an original
American "art" form, the Western, plus
There is a valid question whether the
fiscal responsibility, plus a growing
taxpayers should be asked to subsidize
concern for the environment, may spell
somebody's hobby ranch anymore than they
Good News for the Amreican West.
available frum P.J. Ryan, Editor, Thunderbear, Box 71621, New Orleans, La.
70172-1621. ($10.00 for 12 issues or $5.00 for 6 issues)
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